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distributions have been measured at 350, 400, 457, 500, 550, 650, 750, 850, 950 and 1050 keV.
These data have been parameterized in terms of nuclear scattering phase shifts and the phase
shifts have been analyzed. The 1/2+ state in 13N was observed at 422 keV. A set of parameters
has been derived for a global optical potential from elastic p-12C scattering with present range of
energy. The optical model predictions were tested with data from elastic scattering.
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In this paper the <j> -> K+K~,KlKs,K°K° decay channels of the ^-meson are studied in
the chiral model. It should be noted, that at present decay channels of the <j> -meson are not
considered in chiral models and there are attempts to calculate only some radiative decays of this
meson [1]. Besides, this model was also employed by us to describe the <f> -» con decay of the <j>-
meson [2].

These decay channels are proceed due to the strong interactions and described by the next
diagrams

The strong interaction lagrangian of the <j> -meson with K~ and K+ mesons has a form

where, g = ^/l 2,8^ is the universal coupling constant.

The decay amplitude is defined as

where, s" {k) - is the polarization vector of the <j> -meson; kifl - and k2)J - are the momenta of

the £+and K~ mesons, respectively.

The decay probability of the <j> -» K+K~ decay is defined according to the following expression
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3 2m,

where, O = j • [mj - Am2
K]2m^ is the phase space.

Therefore, finally, we obtained for the decay probability the following expression

1 2 ' 8 r - _ 2 _ , , 2 - , 2
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Ami -Ami]2.
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According to this expression we calculated the partial widths for all decay channels and have
obtained the following values:

/O0 = 48,12%

Br(<f> -> K°LK°S)= Br{</> -> K°K°) = 31 ,7%

Further, the obtained results for all decay channels are compared with the experimental data and
the chiral model status in describing <j> -meson decays, and possibilities taking into account
temperature factores of the medium to the decay probabilities of particles in the framework of
this model are discussed.
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From the observations it was established, that some correlations exist between earthquake

events and variations of the Earth Magnetic Field (EMF). The aim of the paper is to consider the

nonregular part of the EMF and to establish the value of the nonregular part of the EMF in any given

case and establish the distance length where these nonregularities can play an important role. The

next step of the consideration is devoted to the detail investigation of the correlation between these

nonregularities and seismic activity in the considering region. A given approach is a simple

extension of the method of investigation variations of Galactic Magnetic Field [1], which was
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